,

\

'

'

Casework is the most basic aspect of our work. It not only provides the basis
of our campaigning and educational work, by providing us with an overall
picture of police and racial harassment, but is important in terms of the
Project's basic function of' giving help, advice and assistance to victims
No amount of talk about police
of racist attacks and police harassment.
accountability, 'po licies and codes of practice etc. is of any meaning if and
unless it relates to the experiences of people. As we have always argued:

•

'The victim of such attack, either from civilian racist elements
or the police, plays a central role in considering how to respond
to his/her case. In each stage, our policy has always been to con
sult and reconsider both with the victim and with other agencies/
individuals concerned. We aim to provide moral sympathy and support,
legal and extra legal advice and additiG>nally to consider the use
of every possible method in the action to be taken.'
(NMP Annual Report 1983)

the community, where issues have been thrown up by the case, in order to
maximise the challenge needed against racism and racist attacks, whether
individual or institutional. A fundamental approach of our work also involves
trying to get the victims of h arassment involved in the Project - this stems
from the belief that community self organisation is of absolute importance.
The Project cannot substitute for community action at the end of the day;
it can act around individual cases, help and initiate campaigns to tackle
the issues identified by cases and encourage and develop an understanding
of these issues.
In 1984 we handled a total of 180 cases.
cases to be:

A simple breakdown shows these

Police Harassment

70

(39%)

Racial Harassment

93

(52%)

Other

17

(9%)

180
It is important to grasp the fact that the stance taken by the Project on
a number of issues is related to the findings of casework and the experiences
of people. It is they who play a fundamental role in the formation of the
policies of the Project - at the end of the day it is their opinion of u s
and the credibility that they bestow on us that counts above anything else.
The Project _basically handles cases of racial harassment and cases of police
harassment of black people. Our approach to casework basically relies first
and foremost on building up trust and confidence w:i th the family.
Their
experiences and harassment from the basis of attempts to involve both voluntary
and statutory organisations in a co-ordinated attempt to formulate a joint
strategy and approach, wherever possible, to solve the racial harassment
problem.
In cases of racial attacks our basic function is to put pressure on the police
to respond to the attack. If the attack takes place on a council tenant or
in and around schools (the majority of our cases fall into .one of these two
categories) this also means liaising with the appropriate statutory agency
insofar as to ensure an appropriate and adequate response from them. As we
note in our section on Housing, there has been a positive response over the
last year by the Housing Department to these attacks. Too often in the past,
unfortunately, such agencies have failed to even recognise racist attac�s
as racist a ttacks, let alone devise a strategy to combat the problem. Where
we fail to get a response from the police we essentially have to consider
a. range of options, from pressing for transfers (although we do not regard
this as the suitable long-term answer), getting the local authority to
prosecute or helping and advising the victim to pursue both legal and extra
legal channels
.•

In cases of police harassment our main role is of referring people to
sympathetic solicitors, advising them on their rights, putting pressure on
the police to stop such harassment, helping the defence in cases of people
who have been wrongfully arrested, initiating civil action proceedings, helping
people to make complaints against the police if they feel they have had their
rights abused and again attempt:lng to involve both voluntary and statutory
agencies, wherever appropriate, to stop police malpractices and abuses of
power.
'

•

/

We do not however see casework in its traditional picture of writing letters
and making telephone calls· or that containing racism will make it go away.
As far as possible we try to campaign around individual and group c ases in

6
•

Before we give details of these cases a nu�ber of im,pottant qualifications
have to be made about the statistics.
Firstly the figures give a very narrow picture about the extent of harassment
of black people in ·the borough. The figures refer only to cases which the
Project is actually involved in.
There are numerous other incidents to
reasonably suggest that the figures do not reveal the true picture in the
borough.
A lot of cases only come to our knowledge after they have taken
place and it is too late for us to do anything about it. Sometimes the victim
is not aware of the Project's existence or, having already experienced severe
harassment, do not want to go through the trauma of what they genuinely regard
as a bureaucracy of institutions which have not bothered to do anything for
years.
Often the individual concerned just wants to 'forget' about the
incident.
When talking about racist attacks, in a lot of the cases the family suffers
a series of separately identifiable attacks. We do not count these attacks,
which· take place over a period of time as part of a pattern of sustained
harassment, as different cases. Often a lack of physical resources prevents
us from making further inquiries into cases we get to know of, hear rumours
about, etc. (although we do our very best to ensure that all cases/incidences
we hear of are chased up or attempt to ensure that the family l.s not in
immediate physical danger). ·Again incidents like spitting, abusive language
and other minor forms of racist harassment are more often than not not
reported to us. One of the basic aims of the outreach sessions the Project
hopes to start is to make sure that we get to know of such incidents. Again
it should be ·stressed that the Project is not a general agency dealing with
the many aspects and manifestations of racism e.g. discrimination at work
- our work is very specific, responding to a situation that in the Newham
context demands a 'specialised' agency.
We take no pride in saying that
Newham and East/Southeast London generally has some of the wors� problems
in the country viz. racist attacks.
It should also be stressed that the
Project only helps and deals with cases of people living and/or working in
Newham.
Cases from outside Newham are referred to appropriate agencies in
those boroughs. Again when we are talking of police harassment, our figures
do not show that much of this harassment takes place on groups of people and
families (i.e. more than one individual is affected). Similarly many arrests
are merely not about orie person being arrested/harassed but about whole
families and friends . being harassed by the police.
Furthermore a lot of
people who have been harassed by racist elements end up being harassed and
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efforts,

social

Some o t tornpts are being made by/ individuals (teachers, councillors) and the
CounclJ 's Working Party on Multicultural/AntiRacist Education is again a step
l11 the right direction - we hope that the Newham 8 Inquiry will come up with
practical recommendations to be implemented by the Council to stop these
attacks, and also hope that it will be possible to work out a firm policy
wiLh the Education Department. Again it needs to be emphasised that these
atta�ks and the development and implementation of a policy to counter these
attacks, if done in isolation of the wider forms of racism outside schools
would be counter-productive.
Too often 'antiracist' education is seen as
stopping at the school gates and no connection is made with the institution
alised racism of society.
S, a 14-years old student at a local school, was leaving the library
of his comprehensive school when he was attacked by two white youths
for no obvious reason. He was racially abused, hit with a piece
of wood, punched and kicked. He had to have five stitches on his
head as a result of this vicious attack.
The police although
informed straight away did not arrive until the next day. Since
the identity of the perpetrators is known and although the police
won't prosecute, NMP has been trying to get the Education Authority
to prosecute. This would be a very real antiracist lead which would
have a considerable deterrent effect on other potential attackers.
'

Attacks around pubs and social centres represent a major problem. Apart from
the issues raised by the Newham 7 case (see the section on the Newham 7) and
the continuing attacks around the Duke of Edinburgh pub, attacks have been
reported to us in and around a number of other pubs and wine bars.
A
qualification that needs to be made here, just like those of attacks in
general, is that these attacks may not be a new problem and it could simply
be that people, now they are aware of our existence, have come in to see us
about the problem. A number of pubs in the borough have had a notorious past
history in terms of neo-fascist activity.
More recently the attacks that have been reported to us have been outside
the Tropicana Wine Bar, Queens Pub (Upton Park), Earl of Beaconsfield pub
(Plaistow) and pubs in the Stratford and Plaistow area generally.
It is important again to stress that the attacks have not been inside the
pub but have been on black people who just happen to be passing by. These
attacks have usually taken the form of people drinking outside the pub who
have either thrown beer at black passersby, spat at them or physically
assaulted them.
In one incident on 23.12.84 in a Stratford pub, The Two
Puddings, two Asian youths were attacked for no reason at all by racist youths
drinking outside who were joined by an estimated 25-30 other youths, some
of whom were drinking inside the pub and came charging out. The response
of all breweries and landlords is to deny these attacks either take place
or are racial and to stress how much they deplore racial discrimination.
Again, until and unless firm action is taken by the authorities, prosecuting
attackers, withdrawing licences and so on, these attacks will continue with
fatal results.
Mr. G, a 58-years old man, was attacked outside the Tropicana Wine Bar around
9 p.m. while on his way home. He was attacked by two white youths outside
the wine bar and was savagely beaten. As a result of the attack his jaw was
fractured, both his arms were broken at the wrists and his rdght ear required
several stitches, amongst other body and facial injuries. He was hospitalised
for six days as a result of the attack.
The police 's sensitivity to the
situation is best illustrated by one episode (not taken out of context):
in response to our queries immediately after we were notified of the attack,
we asked the police what action had been taken to trace the perpetrators.
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They said that they had tried to contact Mr. G in hospital but could not do
so as he could not then speak.
Mr. G however maintains that no-one visited
him at the hospital, and the day when the police said they tried to see him
he was able to speak! When Mr. G's son went in to give a statement of what
happened, in a subsequent incident, he was told by East Ham police that they
were busy and could not therefore take the statement. He was asked to write
it up himself and hand it in.
.

-------

--

P was attacked and severely stabbed in the abdomen after being
racially abused in the East Ham area. He was hospitalised for two
weeks.
It was only after pressure from NMP that the police took
a statement from him after a matter of some weeks.

Mr.

.

Another worrying feature of 1984 has been attacks on halal meat shops and
mosques.
At. least three arson attempts took place against local mosques/
temples over the year, with some religious places bearing more .resemblance
to a fort than anything else. Mosque/temple authorities have often complained
to us about congregation members being attacked whilst on their way to
prayers, again, although the pattern of these attacks is predictable (usually
around prayer times) no action has been taken by the police to arrest the
perpetrators. Two halal meat shops were the subject of an arson attack over
the year. Although the police and press were quick to deny a racist motive,
suggesting other reasons such as business rivalry etc. these attacks have
to be seen in the context of a nationally ochestrated campaign by neo-fascist
groups and other racist elements who have jumped on board the 'Animal Rights'
lobby and in their publications have prioritised the issue. One of the two
attacks on halal meat shops, in which we have closely monitored the police
investigation and carried out our own, can definitely be described as racist.

•

The Ordnance Road Mosque in El6 has been the subject of a number
of attacks over the last few years, ranging from arson attempts
to attacks on people on their way to pray.
The Hindu
attacks.

temple

in

Stratford

has

been

the

subject

of

similar

These illustrations are not isolated incidents - they form part of a wider
pattern where attacks are taking place with depressing regularity:
it is
in this context that incidents like the Newham 7 and Newham 8 have to be seen.
For as an article in Race and Class, Winter 1982 issue, titled "The Case for
Self-Defence", succinctly puts it:
"No community should have to defend itself. That, in a democracy,
is the function of the forces of law and order. But when those
self-same forces have repeatedly and over a period of time shown,
beyond any reasonable doubt, that they are unable to protect that
community, that inability becomes a refusal. If then such a denial
of the right to be protected is upheld by judicial decision (or
indecision), compounded by bad law and justified by the media (if
only by default) , such a community is reduced to one of two choices.
It can either submit to indignity, harassment, brutalisation and
even murder or it can defend itself. It is a choice or rather a
'choicelessness' which no society which prides itself on being free
should visit on its citizens, let alone whole communities. For,
in the final analysis, the measure of a free society is in the range
of effective choices it makes available to its peoples, irrespective
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The black community is under attack
or class, colour or creed.
and, increasingly, a community without redress.
The debates on
rnce relations and immigration, whether ·in Parliament or in the
mass media, have from the beginning been couched in racialist terms
- the legislation itself sanctifies and legitimises racialism and
it finds echo in the overt violence of the streets. There is no
room here to convince the liberal or the sceptic through massive
documentation that such violence is neither 'isolated' nor 'super
ficial'
That it has become a way of life for many black people
is well documented."

as far as stating that not only are racist attacks a problem but that in the
'past they may not have responded in the manner they should have. What this
tends ·tto do however is, whiJ.:e sounding sincere and concerned, is (1) to gloss
over the very real situation that exists, which is still of the police not
responding to racist attacks quickly enough etc., but (2) is a very effective
way of disarming critics. Words have to be matched by action, action which
expresses itself in individual cases:
to date this action has yet to
materialise.

•

"East Ham and Plaistow areas have been relatively free from racial
disturbances in comparison with other parts of the capital and it
is possible that racial harassment is more perceived than actual".
(Metropolitan Police East Ham Divisional
Strategic Plan 1984, Page 10)
How seriously the police act1;.1ally respond to racial attacks, in spite of
public pronouncements to the contrary, is best illustrated by the above
comment from the section on Racial Harassment in the East Ham and Plaistow
area divisional plan (only meriting a single page out of the 32-page document)
- this is an area with some of the worst and highest number of attacks, not
just in Newham but in London.
Our criticisms of the police for not responding to racist attacks is based
solely on the experience of th� people whose cases we handle and from our
In 1984 we had a situation where of
monitoring of the case consequently.
the 93 cases reported to us:
Cases where the police took action
or responded positively

12

(13%)

Cases where no action was
taken by the police

63

(68%)

Cases merely reported to us for our information
or where the complainant did not wish to pursue the
matter further

18

(19%)

93 (100%)
�

It should be noted that of the cases reported to us for our own information
(18) and where the complainant had no wish to pursue the matter further, the
police had shown no response whatsoever. Even if these cases are excluded
from our statistics, the police only responded positively in 16% of the racial
harassment cases reported to us.
A number of features need to be drawn out from the statistics. Over the last
two decades numerous reports and publications have outlined the scale, extent
and violent nature of racist attacks against Britain's black communities,
not least the Home Office's own report of 1981 which established that Asians
were 55 times more likely to be attacked than any other section of the
community and Afro-Caribbeans 36 times. In our own Annual Reports for the
last three years we have continually emphasised this non-response of the
However, what seems to be the case after the Newham 8 trial is that
police.
not only has there been a total overhaul of top police personnel but it is
significant that the local police chiefs are much more articulate, well adept
in ·public relations and very media-conscious.
They have gone on record as
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Attention should also be given to the way in which racist attacks are being
redefined - victim as criminal. Thus the Newham 7 (see section on the Newham
7) are equated with the racist thugs from the Duke of Edinburgh pub who
There still recur cases where the
attacked Asian vouths across the road.
victim of a racist attack defending himself is then ·the subject of a police
act1on.
.

•

Mr. Wong, a security guard at British Rail, who is in his early
fifties, was attacked late at night on his way to work by a group
of eight young men, some of whom had been involved in previous
attacks on him (the Wong family have been the subject of numerous
incidents of racist harassment in the 14 years that they have lived
in Plaistow).
The youths were hanging around in a well-known racist pub in the
area.
Mr. Wong crossed the road to avoid trouble.
However some
of the youths crossed the road and proceeded to attack him. He
was punched, kicked and knocked down. One of the youths grabbed
nold of his glasses and broke them. By this time the other youths
had crossed the road to join in kicking, punching and assaulting
Mr. Wong with sticks etc. In desperation and in self-defence Nr.
Wong pulled a small pen-knife from his pocket and stabbed one of
the youths in his arm. The gang then fled as Nr. Wong's shouts
for help brought several people out of their homes.
Mr. Wong told the police what had happened when they arrived on
the scene after a few minutes and made a statement later on. Much
to his surprise and amazement he was informed a few weeks later
that he was being charged with malicious wounding. At his first
hearing an additional charge of possessing an offensive weapon was
laid against him. No action is being taken against his attackers.
The Wong's home has been attacked on several occasions. Incidents
such as lighted material being put through their letterbox have
led to Mrs. Wong keeping a constant vigil throughout the night.
Not only has she been subjected to verbal racist abuse when she
goes out shopping but she has also been physically attacked, on
one occasion being shot at with an air rifle from a passing car.
A defence campaign has been launched around Mr. Wong with the aim
of ensuring that not only are the charges against him dismissed
but the attackers charged instead.

treating
victims
and
aggressors
equally
(the
'BBC'
approach
of
'impartiality'). From our casework we find that not only do the police treat,
in the vast majority of cases, racist attacks as either 'domestic disputes',
'inter-neighbour quarrels', etc., attempts are actually made to downplay the
racism in the situation as it exists. The Halal Meat Shop incidents referred
to above are immediately treated as something arising from criminal motives,
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ENT

Detained and later released

In a situation where the police themselves are guilty of racism and harass
ment of black people, their failure to respond to racist attacks is not
surp·rising. Police harassment :Ls here defined as police malpractices and
abuses of power - stop and search, detention without charge, abusive
behaviour by the police, police racism and use of racist language, the use
of heavy charges against defendants in circumstances which do not warrant
them,
strip-searching,
physical assaults,
home raids,
questioning of
juveniles without parents being present, statements to plead guilty and made
under duress, etc. - arising from the racism, individual and institutional
within the police force.

Stop and Search
House Raid

I

Charged and later released

41

(58%)

Released without being charged

25

(36%)

Unknown (e.g. they have not reported
back to us, can't be traced, etc.)

4

(6%)

(76%.)

8

(11%)

11

(16%)

Strip search

1

(1%)

Passport

3

(4%)

Abusive and racist language

21

(30%)

Physical harassment

16

(23%)

Other forms of harassment

11

(16%)

The Project handled a total of 70 cases during the course of the year:
•

53

124
The (non) policing of racial harassment has bee? well documented in the
.
preceding chapter. Although as a result of commun1ty pressure and campa1gns
like the Newham 8 and Newham 7 the police·'s att:iroude has b'�come m0re caut
ious (only because they are aware that groups like us and Newham Rights
Centre are monitoring them), cases of overt police racism remain.

70
Again it needs to be stressed here that a lot of people constantly ring or
come in to see us about legal advice. Often our work has tended towards
giving advice in fields not directly connected with the Project, the most
important help being that if referrals to firms of sympathetic solicitors.
We are however conscious of the need to maintain police harassment on grounds
of racism as the centrality of our work. Again the statistics do not reveal
the real picture - some cases tend to be group cases involving more than
one individual, some cases involve the defendants/arrested people coming
in to see us for help and advice a number of times etc.
Of those who have been charged (as at 31.12.84), the results are as follows:
Guilty

7

(17%)

Not Guilty

7

(17%)

Cases pending

15

(37%)

Results Unknown

12

(29%)

41
The high number of people being detained without charge is equally a matter
of concern. Moreover a lot of people never come back because of their past
experiences of courts, etc. It should also be pointed out that our exper
iences over the last five years have shown that more often than not people
have pleaded guilty under police pressure, due to bad advice, to get it over
and done with, etc. One can only imagine what is going to happen under the
Police Act where detention up to 96 hours will be permitted.
In a lot of cases the
Again the statistics need further qualification.
individual(s) have suffered from more ·than one type of police harassment
as the following figures reveal. These statistics also refer to those people
who have been charged but have suffered harassment in addition.

F, a local youth, who has frequently been stopped and searched by
Forest Gate ·police, was 'hanging' around outside the Wimpy Bar in
Green Street, a popular rendezvous for local Asian youths who don't
have any community centre in the borough to g o to. This place in
common with policing practices directed against the black community,
has been the subject of considerable police surveillance and harass
ment.
After the Newham 7 incident in April 1984 the � olice's
.
approach has changed from overt aggress1on
towards more
psycho
logical' forms of harassment, e.g. constantly passing by the W impy,
parking outside and, in the words of F, 'staring hard at us'. When
F questioned this form of what he regarded as intimidation, the
officer in question racially abused him (in front of a number of
independent eyewitnesses).
The other police officers then joined
in by laughing loudly in appreciation of the racist comment.
•

Mr. M, a Newham resident, was arrested outside Ilforu Telephone
Exchange and taken to Ilford Police Station.
Mr. M's demands for
an explanation as to why he was being taken to the station were
ignored.
He stated that he was an epileptic, producing his disability card.
He also said he wanted to see a doctor because he could feel a fit
coming.
He was, however, refused a doctor and put into a cell.
Whilst ih there he had a fit.
His request for water was again
refused.
The officer at the station proceeded to tease/torment
Mr. M by emptying a glass of water in front of him onto the floor.
Mr. M was then asked to sign something without even being told what
it was. He refused and was put back into the cell. When he asked
for water again he was told that he could not have any until he
signed the statement. Eventually, an hour later, he signed thepapers
still not knowing what they were and only then was he allowed to
leave the station.
He was also racially abused.
Mr. M wears a
turban, he was threatened with the removal of his turban and told
that his hair would be cut.
The police informed NMP, after Mr. M came to see us, that he was
(One of the requirements for
being cautioned for drunkenness.
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In our last Annual Report we concluded the section on housing by condemning
Newham Council 'for not being able to put int·o practice a more sensitive
and workable antiracist housing policy.' It is a more than welcome change
therefore to actually congratulate the Council and particularly its Housing
Department for the considerable progress and· antiracist initiative that it
has shown over the last year.
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While much attention, and especially some irresponsible media coverage, has
concentrated mainly on the eviction,� this has �ended to obscure other �mprove
ments and achievements that have taken place.
Of course, a lot still needs
to be done - the struggle a gainst racism is an unceasing one and though we
can look back with satisfaction over the last year there is certainly no
room for complacency.
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The Eviction

•

Newham Council made history by becoming the first local authority in the
country to carry out eviction proceedings against a racist tenant - the
McDonnells of Clements Avenue, El6.
While . the eviction order was granted
in late November 1984 for
-

numerous incidents of racial abuse on two Asian families;

-

late parties which caused nuisance to others;

-

incidents in 1983 when a party was followed by violence, nu1sance
and racial abuse
•

•

•
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Pollee put the boot i n

the family actually moved out in January.
The eviction followed a Council warning in September 1984 that people guilty
of persistent harassment could face eviction proceedings. Media coverage
(see section on the media) has portrayed the family as victim of a harsh
Council decision, concentrating more on the human angle side of 'a family
having to leave their home in the winter' etc., it has totally overlooked
the reasons for what was not only a bold move but a very correct response
on the part of the Council.
For two years the McDonnell family had been
responsible for persistent harassment of Mr. Nai and Mr. Singh and their
families, Asian families living in the same block. The Monitoring Project
handled the cases of the .two families (as well as numerous other cases in
the vicinity) - in the end they had to move out of the area because of the
harassment/. The same fate was inevitably going to be that of any other black
family who would have moved into the block.
In Newham right now we have
a situation where almost every black family in El6 and El3 (and parts of
El2) suffering from racial harassment is on the transfer list - what was
happening and is still happening is that large areas of Newham have effect
ively become no-go areas for black people. When you get a situation in which
families in El2 - a fairly pleasant and 'safe' residential area - start
asking for transfers a point is reached where you cannot run any more and
have to stop and make a stand.
What critics of the eviction have to take
into account is the fact that it is precisely families like the McDonnells
who are turning Newham into a ghetto - black and white - and it was about
tim� that instead of the harassed family having to move out, it should
instead be the offending family.
The eviction can be effective in a number of ways:
(1) it shows the Council's determination,
borough, to stop racial harassment;

•
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as

the

main

landlord

in

the

(2) it serves as a deterrent to other perpetrators - a lot of the racial
harassment, · in our experience, comes from next-door neighbours who will
now have to grasp the fact that they cannot go on making the lives of
their black neighbours a misery;

(c) it encourages, as we have experienced in Newham after the eviction, a
mood of confidence, both amongst the harassed families and black and
white antiracist organisations and certainly brings more security to
the harassed family;
(d) racist Council tenants now have to understand that they have one of two
choices: either they curb the physical, overt aspect of their raclsm
or they stand to lose their Council flat.
•
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members protest against eviction of racist family

Demands for Councils to take such a positive antiracist stand are nothing
new.
The Monitoring ProJect itself has advocated recourse to such actions
since its early inception as it had to be clearly demonstrated to racist
families like the McDonnells (who as in a subsequent television programme
made clear their intense dislike of 'Pakis ') that their racism could not
be tolerated.
We have always advocated racial harassment as a specific
clause in the Council tenancy agreement, the occurrence of which would be
grounds for eviction.
The problem, however, to date has been councils who
have adopted such policies on paper but have failed to implement them in
practice, hence the even greater significance of Newham's decision to evict.

•

Consider the harassment suffered by the Nazs and the Singh families
spitting, abusive language, threats, excreta put through the letterbox etc.
- and the Council's decision to evict is logical, praiseworthy and a step
in the right direction.
Two more eviction proceedings are being considered
at present by the Council.
It is important, however, to also stress the other factors leading to the
eviction. While the Council and the Housing Department have demonstrated
courage, it has to be seen as the logical conclusion to the fightback and
resilience of the victims of racial harassment themselves and the buildup

Sign of terror on council estate
•
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community pressure and organisation, resulting from campaigns like the
Ncwhant 8 and Newham 7 and the struggles of black and white antiracist people
It is ultimately only that pressure
.In the borough over the last few years.
ond organisation which is the real guarantee of ensuring that such pro
gressive decisions are not a 'one-off' situation but maintained.
of
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response
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absolutely

vital

without i t any Council policy, no matter how good on paper, is
-:not go1ng t o be as effective as it should be.
It is also this sort of
community pressure that will guarantee implementation of Council policy

Our main work in this field over the last year has been threefold:
to

identity

� nd at present isolated, will hopefully be supplemented
by outreach �e�s1ons of the Project in those areas and an attempt to
get local fam1l1es and people on our Emergency Service to form the basis
of community support to the victim and form the offensive against racist

NMP, Racism and Housing

cases

over

?n
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Letters are to be sent to every Council tenant about the Council's deter
mination to tackle racial harassment and consequent publicity in the
Council's newspaper again is of considerable help.

(a) bringing

work

harassment

have arisen in the

themselves have gone on record as supporting
first place.
the eviction: one can only hope that their actions will now reflect those
of the Council;

(5)

The

initiate meetings in El2 and El6
a
long-term localised antiracist

place

a

their

organisations in the areas with the highest number of attacks to get
a long term community response to isolate the more active racist elements
and minimise their influence.

family feel physically threatened and asks for a transfer we feel obliged

The

to

(c) Working with tenants' associations,

perpetrators (here again

significan.ce)..

where

take steps to effectively publicise its policy and steps to remove
raci �t graffitti within 24 hours of notification,
if physically
poss1ble.

(ix)

(4) Families seeking transfer as a result of severe racial harassment have
had their applications dealt with much more speedily and given Category
One status, and with a recognition in most cases of the issues involved.
Project

perpetrators

compensation

amend the tenancy agreement
ground for repossession;

harassment;

The

trace

take immediate steps to repair property damaged as a result of
racial harassment and make efforts to recover the cost of damage
from the perpetrators;

deal

to

to

take steps to transfer any victims of racial harassment who requests
it to suitable alternative accommodation with a timescale deter

(vi)

that antiracism
but

steps

mined by the circumstances of the. case;

around the

office,

positive

is not known;

borough - these will also be in different languages.

(3)

take

Council's firm antiracist policy and the Project's

service

If adopted, amongst other measures

put pressure on the police t o take action where circumstances are
such that a criminal prosecution should be brought;

(iv)

attack at will;
(2) Posters

consultation.

help

take grounds for possession of the property laid out by the Housing
Act 1980;

(iii)

(1) Racist
graffitti
has
now
been
removed
on most
Council
property.
Previously such graffitti used to remain for mon ths and often years.
filming

antiracist housing policy.

to

'

in helping to initiate: -

good

in the formation of a
The draft of this policy is at pre

Department

take steps to prosecute either through civil or criminal courts;

(ii)

eviction has cornered all the press attention, attention needs
to be drawn to other equally praiseworthy initiatives. which have been carried
out over the last few months and which we are proud to have been involved

providing

Housing

the Council will:

the

Whilst

the

sent undergoing public

Other Anti Racist Steps
While

with

attention

of

the

Housing

Department

and give it the effective community backing needed.
for

prompt

action, liaising with housing officers to alleviate the racial suffering
of the family concerned and generally acting as a pressure group;
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Our

role as a

monitoring

as a local pressure group,

group

remains

unchanged.

We will continue to act

ensuring that policy is implemented at all levels

�nd . working jointly with the Council, wherever possible, and tenants assoc.
1at1ons/other
community groups to form a long-term strategy.
It is also
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nocessory to ensure that the initiative shown by the Housing Department over
tho cvj ction is reflected at all levels in the Department and spreads to
other sections of the Council as well.
Much has been achieved so far and certainly one can look back with satis
However a lot more still needs
faction at the progress achieved to date.
to be done to reverse the trend of transfers/ghettoes/no go areas that has
built up over the last two decades and ultimately ensure that the problem
of racial harassment on Council property is solved once and for all.

ED·,._,...

The field of education and racism may not at first sight appear connected
to the Project 's immediate work. However, we have attempted to devote time
and resources to it for two basic reasons:
(1) a good number of our cases are racist attacks in and around schools
(especially Little Ilford, Trinity and Langdon);
(2) in the sense of a long-term strategy to combat racial harassment, it
remains important to ensure . that antiracist education becomes the norm
rather than the exception.
Moreover this antiracist education policy
is not just about syllabuses and curricula: it has got to be comprehen
sive enough to include:
(a)

a firm antiracist policy to deal . with racist attacks in and around
schools, give protection to teachers attempting to take action
against such attacks and connects with wider issues of racism out
side school (as antiracist education does not just begin or end
at the school gates), and

(b)

a policy of 'no police in schools '
a stance now taken by Newham
NUT, the rationale for such a stance being explained in the section
on Multiagency Policing

'
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Our education work has mainly revolved around our participation in. the
Council's Working Party on Antiracist/Multicultural education, assisting
in two conferences on Antiracism ,in Education for parents and for sixth
formers (where we brought up the issue of raci.st attacks and the police) and
distribution of the Project's own policy document on antiracist education,
large chunks of which are now being adopted by some schools. The proposals
which have so far been considered by the Working Party ·v iz racist attacks
are fairly positive and will go a long way towards alleviating the present
However, we must also express concern at a failure by some
situation.
sections of the education authority to grasp the urgency of a need for a
clear and detailed antiracist policy in light of the lessons thrown up by
the Newham 8 case.
We have attempted to raise the issue of a substantial
number of recorded attacks in and around Little Ilford School to arrange
a series of meetings with the Education Committee to adopt a stance similar
to the Housing Department but without much success. This remains a matter
of pressing concern; attacks. will continue until and unless those in
authority recognise the need for such a dialogue and exhibit a will to do
something instead of sweeping things under the carpet under the guise of
"it's being blown up out of all proportion".
In 1985 we will continue to press for such talks so as to get a positive
workable policy.
We are also currently in the process of initiating a
private prosecution to help the victim of an attack at Little Ilford School
where the police have refused to prosecute.
The other area of concern is the failure in some schools to observe,the NUT's
policy of 'No police in schools'. This needs a major educational campaign,
as the issues raised can easily be misrepresented as 'extremist'· talk, some
thing which will have to be taken up as a matter of urgency if the policy
is to be effective.
An absurd situation exists right now where in spite
of a mass of evidence of police brutality and malpractices, police officers
still are invited to give talks or lectures to schoolchildren whilst anti
racist groups often face a host of problems in doing so (often only being
invited in the interest of 'maintaining a balance'!)
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Let us be perfectly clear, what is at stake is not just the liberty
and well-being of these seven brave young men. What is on the line
is the liberty and well-being, indeed the life, of every single
Asian in the country.
When racist thugs terrorise our community;
when our children are afraid to go to school; when we are afraid
to go out to do the shopping; when our homes are vandalised and set
on fire; and when the powers that be do not lift a finger to defend
us there is only one thing that stands between us and the fate of
the Jews in Nazi Germany. That is the courage of a growing number
of our young people who are determined to fight back; who are deter
mined to establish not merely our right to live here, but our right
to live here with dignity and in peace.

•

White racist society cannot abide the militant and courageous fight
back of our youths and has tried to criminalise it by every possible
means.
This attempted criminalisation failed in the trials of the
Bradford 12 and the Newham 8, not least because the community rallied
to defend its defenders. But as we approach another test case, we
must not assume that our enemies have not learned lessons from .their
defeats.
We must organise as never before to defend the Newham
Seven·."
(Asian Times Editorial 6.7.84)
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A.ntl racist education the way forward
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"A �massive campaign is needed not only in Newham but throughout the
country to defend the Newham Seven, Asian youths from East London
who face serious charges when they go on trial in September.
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At the end of the Newham 8 trial, as we reported in our 1983 Annual Report,
Judge Lymberry made a plea for 'responsible people of whatever colour' to
try to· 'direct their endeavours to put aside bigotry and prejudice and get
their feet on the path of reconciliation'. We also reported the campaign's
response to this plea for reconciliation, that 'the reconciliation has to
come from the police', as a view which we felt, given the long and documented
history of racism in Newham, the lack of police response and total lack of
accountability of the Met as being in our opinion more nearer the truth.
It gives us no great pleasure in being proved right for as the case of the
Newham 7 demonstrates the judge's pleas seem to have fallen on deaf ears
as far as 'K' Division are concerned.
The case of the Newham 7 not just
raises the issue of racist attacks, lack of any response from the police
and the right to self-defence but a whole host of issues, not least the
regular recourse to heavy, political charges time and time again such as
conspiracy and affray. The use of these laws need to be carefully studied,
for whichever way one looks at it, in such context their use tends to be
highly political.
The charges of affray and conspiracy were traditionally
used (against white people) in quite different ways.
Affray was used after gang fights - rival gangs of teddy boys or mods and
rockers - and its use against black people in the last decade has been novel
in that each incident (apart from the Terry May killing in Thornton Heath
which was a traditional use of affray) involved the police as the 'rival
gang' - although they, of course, were not charged. Its usefulness 1 ies
in · the fact that no specific assault has to be proved; all that has to be
shown is that the accused have been involved in a fight which has frightened
onlookers.
The charge of conspiracy has had a more controversial history, owing to its
political use against blasphemy, outrages of public decency, purveyors of

•
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the other - the 'impartial' or 'BBC' approach to racist attacks.
The use
of the affray charge again has to be seen in this context - while the police
were quick to use affray charges a gainst the seven, as the Newham 7 Defence
Campaign pointed out, the community still waits in vain for similar charges
to be used against the racists who went on the rampage against Asians on
September 16th (the three racists arrested so far have only been charged
with ABH).

I

It will be a major aim of the campaign to highlight these issues and put
it on the local political agenda, just as the Newham 8 did with the whole
issue of racism/racist attacks and education.
Future Plans

In view of the above the fact that the Newham 8 inquiry (see section on 'Work
with other groups') still has not got off the ground is regrettable.

Again, although the identity of the racist thugs in the car involved in the
attacks on April 7th 1984 has been pointed out to the police, . for some
strange reason it has yet to be acted upon. Indeed a feature of the case
to date is that it is the campaign which seems to be doing most of the invest
igative work to apprehend the culprits involved in the attacks on April 7th.
Questions must be asked of a legal system where the onus of chasing up these
vicious racist thugs is left to the people who were assaulted and attacked
(and since arrested) in the first place.

The Newham 7 campaign will continue to organise around the issue of the seven
defendants and racist attacks in and around pubs, making links and alliances,
locally an.d nationally, in the months leading up to the trial and the
national march in support of the seven in late April 1985. Given the issues
raised by the case, the Project will give all possible support to the
Campaign. It is absolutely essential for the anti-racist movement that the
right to self-defence, established in the Bradford 12, Newham 8 and numerous
other cases that the black community has had over the last two decades, is
upheld.

The value of concerted community action and self-organisation which
ultimately is going to be the real guarantee to put a stop to these attacks
was starkly illustrated by the picket of the Duke of Edinburgh pub. Not
only have the attacks stopped but as a result of community action, the
'authorities' have been forced to take steps to ban a number of racists from
the pub, stop people from drinking outside (who were largely responsible
for abusing black passersby) and strictly limit the issue of cues to
customers (as these again were used as weapons by the racists).
The picket, called as a last resort, achieved what months of letter writing
and talking failed to do and demonstrated the potential of mass community
action to isolate the racists, the Project again helped t o build support
for the day.

'

Just as the Newham 8 case raised issues concerning racism and education,
the Newham 7 case in its own way has illustrated the problems of racist
attacks and racism in community meeting places and so.cial centres.
The
Project is currently involved in helping a local Afro-Caribbean youth who
faces charges of assault against a racist pub landlord, who over the past
few months since taking over that particular pub, has barred dozens of Afro
Caribbean youths, a lot of them long standing regulars. The landlord has
also been in the habit of using racist language, setting his dog loose on
black people, etc. Again community action has led to a large-scale boycott
of the pub with a demand for the racist landlord to be sacked.
•

There are a number of other social institutions in Newham which still remain
no-go areas for black people and are openly used by racists to organise and
In a recent radio programme (LBC - 15.1.85), a listener
recruit members.
from East Ham rang in to say how in his local he was aware of sums of money
being offered by racists and nee-fascists to go out and perpetuate attacks
Again, time and time, we have drawn such places to the
on black people.
attention of the police without much action on their part - the consequences
can be openly seen in cases like that of the two Asian youths viciously
assaulted by a 20/30 strong racist mob outside a pub - 'The Two Puddings'
- on Stratford Broadway on December 23rd, the pub being only three minutes
from West Ham Police Station. Most of the assailants had been drinking in
side the pub and are known to be regulars. Again the Tropicana (see section
on Racist Attacks) - less than a minute's walk from East Ham Police Station
- has been the scene of vicious racist attacks.
Far-right publications
clearly contravening the Race Relations Act, continue to be sold in pubs
-without any action by the police, pubs which have been the scene of racist
attacks in the past.

0
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On 31.10.84 the Police Bill became the Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984
to give it its full. title. Although the bulk of the powers will not be
available to the police until Autumn 1985, according to the Home Office,
the implications of the Act need to be clearly analysed as it is likely to
have far-reaching repercussions.

(7) Power to
offence.

,,
'

(1) Power. to STOP AND SEARCH you in the street and other places and stop
and.. search any vehicle- in which you are travelling on reasonable
suspicion. that you possess an offensive weapon, equipment for stealing
.. or stolen goods. You can also be subject to stop and search on reason
able suspicion that you possess controlled drugs under drugs legis
A police officer who is not in uniform must first produce some
lation.
identification that he/she is a police officer, but only an officer in
uniform can stop a vehicle. Before a search is carried out you should
be told
I

I

*

*

the officer's name and station to which he/she is attached
the purpose of the search and the reasons for making it, and that you
are entitled to a copy of the record of the search that should be
made, but only if you ask for one.

(2) Power to establish a ROAD BLOCK for an unlimited period and stop any
vehicle to see if it is carrying a person who has committed, is intending
to commit or is a 'witness' to a serious arrestable offence or lS all
escaped prisoner.
•

(3) Power to ARREST YOU FOR ANY OFFENCE, no matter how trivial it is, if
you fail to give your name and address to the police or if they don't
believe the one you give. This would also be the case if the officer
believes it is necessary to arrest you to stop you committing an offence
of highway obstruction or an offence against public decency.

YOUR

HOME

even

though you are not suspected of any

l

-

Amongst the provisions are:

SEARCH

Further information about the provisions of the Act can be obtained from
the Project.
The Police Act will legalise existing police illegalities and
malpractices, all well documented, extend the powers of the police in some
fields and further increase police confidence and dramatically weaken the
rights of the individual. 'Safeguards' that have been offered to give people
increased protection in their dealings with the police lack statutory backing
and therefore any teeth. Even the one change welcomed by sections of liberal
opinion has to be put into context: Lord Scarman's amendment of making
racially discriminatory behaviour by the police an off�nce against the police
discipline code soon to be laid before Parliament. It would still be the
police hierarchy deciding what constitutes a racially discriminatory offence
So for example a 'community' involvement Inspector based at West Ham Police
Station told the Project that the use of the word 'Paki' was perfectly accept
able to him as it was an 'East End way of identifying people'. This may
then explain the common use of such language by 'K' Division officers, some
thing which isn't appreciated by the people it is directed at. Besides,
although the government argued that such behaviour is already an offence
under the existing code, instances where a police officer has been
disciplined on a charge with a background of racially discriminatory
behaviour are unknown even though such behaviour is well documented.
•

I

Again racially discriminatory behaviour by individual officers cannot be
isolated from the institutionalised racism of the police force.
The only redress available to an individual against abuses of the Act is
to make a formal complaint - which the police will investigate themselves
- or sue the police in civil courts for which you are unlikely to get legal
aid.
c..
•
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(4) Power to DETAIN YOU FOR UP TO NINETY SIX HOURS (FOUR DAYS). The first
36 hours would be without legal help for anyone. It is not being unreal
istic to suggest pressure and other factors that may induce people to
admit to something they have not done, sign confessions etc.
We know
of several cases where people have admitted to something or replied
exactly as the poice want them to, becaue they can no longer stand the
isolation of being kept in a cell for a long period. And if ill�galities
take place even now, one can only imagine the situation when the Act
comes into operation. The 96 hours of detention will be punctuated by
two reviews, one at 36 hours and one at 72. These reviews will be con
ducted by the Magistrates Cour.t sitting in private; the detained person
will be entitled to be present and to be legally represented. However,
again experience has shown that most magistrates are unlikely to disagree
with police recommendations and endorse requests for a further period
of detention on past occasions.
The safeguards thus become meaningful.

'
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(5) Power to STRIP SEARCH you in the police station.
(6) Power to subject you to an INTIMATE BODY SEARCH of body orifices· such
as the mouth, anus and vagina where the police suspect that you are
hiding a weapon that could be used to cause injury. The search can be
carried out by a person not necessarily medically qualified.
However
if the police suspect you of hiding a CLASS A drug and of dealing in
drugs you can be searched in the same way but only by a doctor or
registered nurse at a hospital.
38
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It· must be again stressed that what by all accounts was a successful campaign
in terms of informing and educating local people about the e ffects of the
Act was considerably facilitated by the help given to the Campaign by the
Police Sub-Committee of the Council.
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Our last Annual Report looked at the beginnings and development of multiagency
policing in a much more $Ophisticated and organised way. A lot of our work
in 1984 has concentrated around publicising the growth of such schemes, the
police ideology behind it and what can be done to challenge such schemes.

The Project's full-time workers also gave numerous talks to local groups both voluntary and statutory (from Newham Docklands Forum t o Newham NALGO
and Labour Party wards) on the Bill.

1

What Is Multiagency Policing ?

l

The multiagency approach and community policing schemes - often seen as 'soft'
policing - has been primarily fostered by Newman and ex-Chief Constable of
Devon and Cornwall, John Alderson, who calls it 'proactive' policing to
distinguish it from preventive policing:
'Proactive policing sets out to penetrate the community in a number
of ways.
Unlike reactive policing, and to some extent preventive
policing, proactive policing envisages a more pervasive effect.
It seeks to reinforce social discipline and mutual trust in
communities, while having due regard for legal discipline as it
always must.'

•

The basic premise of Newman is that since all sections of the community and
the police have an interest in ensuring that crime is prevented and detected,
they should be able to work out an agreed strategy enlisting public goodwill
to achieve the common goals. So he writes:
'Problems identified locally will be tackled systematically by co
ordinating the contributions of police, public and local agencies.
The concept of a corporate strategy is vital.'
Thus statutory and voluntary agencies· are expected to co-operate with the
police in attempts to prevent and deal with crime.
'The police policy formulated must be expanded to acknowledge and
influence policy decisions made by all other a gencies who provide
Where the policies are
any kind of service to the communities.
incompatible and police must make forcible attempts to convince
other parties as to the value of a co-ordinated ap.proach.'
(Newman)

/
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'
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In essence the multiagency approach adds a social 'dimension to the old
'physical' side-locks, bars and bolts - of crime prevention. This means that
the responsibility for preventing crime is to be shifted from the police on
What is
to local government, welfare agencies and local communities.
particularly pernicious, as some may argue that there is nothing wrong in
sharing information with the police if it is going to lead to a reduction
in crime, is that this multiagency policing is directed by the police. Newman
himself has been very clear about the real aim of the multiagency approach:
would be better if we stopped talking about crime prevention
and lifted the whole thing to a higher level of generality
represented by the words social control.'
(Financial Times 23.8.83)

' I-t

Multiagency policing takes a number of forms, some of which are outlined below:

.

.

by a police officer in Camden who when asked what constituted 'suspicion'
recommended that the N WS participant should call the police if they heard
or saw something suspicious and saw a black person running away.

Neighbourhood Watch Scheme (NWS)

In our last Annual Report we outlined the inherent dangers in NWS which the
Met is trying to push so enthusiastically these days. Experience is proving
An article in 'Policing London ' No. l4
these fears to be well-founded.
(published by the GLC) quotes at length the views of a local authority
tenants' liaison officer reporting the situation in his borough
On one of
the borough's 'worst' estates:

(7)

Although a lot of the information passed on to the police will be
'trivial', the police have said that the information will be fed into
local microcomputers, which in turn will be linked to central police
This fits in with Newman's strategy of 'targetting and sur
computers.
v eillance' which aims to draw on as much data and intelligence about
the community so as to build a detailed picture and thereby identify
potential criminals and make arrests after surveillance.

(8)

N o proper check can be kept on the accuracy of the information collected.
As police records are exempted under the terms of the Data Protection
Bill, the people concerned w ill never know what information is held about
them or be able to correct anything that is wrong.

•

'The Crime Prevention Officer and his deputy together with the Home
Be�t Officer, app�a�ed at a tenants' associations enlarged meeting
wh1ch had been or1g1nally called to discuss the Housing Department's
rehabilitation programme and proceeded to impose a discussion on
NWS on the meeting. Due to the fact that petty and not so petty
crime has been a genuine problem for tenants over many years' they
were more than prepared to accept a direct approach from the police
In addition if the carrot had not worked the
offering solutions.
following stick was offered.
"If you do not accept the scheme,
we shall simply go down the road, offer it to the next estate who
will acc�pt it and the result of that will be that their crim� and
their criminals will be pushed on to your estate. "'

Although the police obviously deny
The scheme lends itself to 'grassing'.
this and make it v ery clear that they do not want such information right at
the start of the meeting, they remain in the position of accepting any inform
ation provided by members of schemes, not just that relating to a crime.
As Chief Inspector Gerry Casey of 'M' District said:
'A lot of their (the
local Council Police Sub-Committee) arguments are based on the idea that people
are going to be 'grasses' on their neighbours. But the point of the exercise
is that we do get information'. (South London Press 24.8. 84) .

The rationale about NWS is that the community through existing structures
such as tenants associations, polices itself and passes on information about
anything suspicious to a collator -at the local police station. However,
experience has shown the police to be actually involved in promoting them.
The � niti�tive : o create tne schemes forms a new aspect of multiagency
. ng, 1nv lv 1ng the police in actually creating agencies to supply them
P?llc
�
�
w1th 1nformat1on as well as encouraging existing bodies to give it to them.

According to Policing Wandsw orth No. 4 (Summer 1984), at a meeting of local
residents around NWS the local PC suggested that type of information the N WS
could pass on.
Apart from keeping eyes and ears open, the keen PC wanted
to know if there were 'any communists living nearby ' .

The basic fears and reservations about NWS remain:
(1)
(2)

(3)

(4)

MoDeinformation about NWS, their implications and effects in practice is being
collated by the Liberation Education and Research Trust Project on NWS,

Neigh
Put bluntly the community is being asked to 'spy' on itself.
bours are being asked to pass on hearsay information to the police.

•
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The Scheme is in practice led and directed by the police who also appoint
the 'warden' or 'contact' or vet their appointment.

.....

· ot accountable to anyone for
The people supplying the information are n
the information they pass on. They are guaranteed confidentiality by
the police and will never therefore be held responsible to the people
concerned for anything they may say about them.
Fear was expressed about the inherent danger in the sort of people who
�re � ikely � o .participate in th�se schemes (people who may already have
1nbu1lt preJUdlces and stereotypes against black people, youth, women,
etc. ) . In our knowledge very, very few black · people have come forward
to j oin the scheme.
At a much acclaimed meeting to set up such a scheme
in the Forest Gate area, there were only abou:t 3 black people - this
in an area with a very high black population. The meeting was used by
the local police chief to attack unrepresentative politicians · and
' extremists' of any kind - the Councillors for that area for a scheme
meant to be community-initiated were not even invited to the meeting.

(5)

Again fear was expressed that better-heeled, more civic minded suburbs
would take the initiative, thus creating a class bias.
This again has
tended to be the case.

(6)

One effect would inevitably be the greater criminalisation of young
people in general and black youth in particular. An insight was provided
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(9 Poland Street, Wl) whose London-wide survey suggests that such schemes
enjoy a ' honeymoon' period after which participants lose interest and schemes
either stagnate or collapse.
In Newham itsel� eight schemes have been set
up in the West Ham Div ision and thirteen in East Ham Division. By all accounts
police targetting of these schemes need serious qualification.
It is the
better-off areas that have seen the greatest participation, very f ew black
people participate and certainly they do not take up the question of racist
attacks, one of the biggest problems in Newham.
Again, although police fed
media reports acclaim the schemes as a success in cutting down on crime , the
accuracy of such reports remain in question.
Our view is that NWS is an exercise in intelligence gathering w hich fits in
with New man ' s overall plan for policing London (see later section) , does
nothing to solv e the appallingly low clear-up rate of reported crime and
diverts attention f rom the key question of accountability of the Met.
The Project participated in a London-wide conference organised by the NWS
Research Proj ect, has circulated its document on the scheme extensively and
given numerous talks on the susbject to local groups and tenants associations.
We have always striven to see NWS not as an isolated development but related
to aspects of contemporary policing and the Newman plan f or policing London.
Instant Cautioning and Multlagency Panels

This again should be seen in the light of multiagency policing outlined above.
A document which has been extensively circqla:ted, locally and nationally and
which outlines the implications of instant cautioning and multiagency panels
and the context in which it has to be seen is enclosed as Appendix I.
Newham has been selected as one of the trial areas: our work has consisted
of publicising the. final scheme, again giving talks to various groups and
individuals and helping ·to develop community understanding of the issues at
We have also contributed an article on the issue· to Childri ght, the
stake.
magazine of the Childrens' Legal Centre.
Very briefly, (as the issues are adequately covered in the Appendices) instant
cautioning has been introduced throughout the Met area for the f irst time
This means that rather than being referred to the Juvenile Bureau
offender.
for a lengthy investigation and home visit, the Inspector on duty may decide
to caution the child immediately, as soon as his/her parents come in to collect
The criteria on evidence, admission and parental agreement still
him/her.
apply, and the caution as now , may be cited in the juv enile court.
Some serious off enders and those accused of more serious offences will still
It is intended to establish a number
be ref erred to the Juvenile Bureau.
Each panel will
of pilot j uv enile liaison panels in differept boroughs.
consist of representatives f rom Social Services, educational welf are and the
The panel will advise the police on whether to caution, although
police.
the f inal decision will still be with the police.
As our document argues, whilst it may be generally considered desirable to
keep children out of the courts, it is still important to look critically
at the means intended to achieve this end. The introduction of the new pqlicy
would lead to an increasing number of juveniles being brought into the juvenile
ju�tice system.
Where juv eniles would previously have only been given an
informal ' ticking off' there is now a cheap and easy procedure for police
officers to administer a f ormal caution which can result in j uv eniles being
fingerprinted and also have a record on police computer.

The introduction of the new policy will give the police increased control
over the prosecution and hence the judiciary process. Instead of the courts
which are the proper place for cases to be decided and sentences given, through
this new policy, the police are going to decide these at the police station.
In addition,
multiagency panels will also shift the responsibility of
'policing' j uveniles onto local government departments who through these panels
will act as ' agents of the police ' .
This initiativ e again has to be seen
in line with Newman' s strategy in shifting the responsibility for crime
The recent
preve�tion from the police alone on to other social agencies.
launch of NWS throughout London with its shift in responsibility f rom the
police to the community (i. e. the ' victims' of crime) is another example of
this approach.
This multiagency approach marks a new stage in co-operation between state
agencies with the police in the centre.
In the context of the Police Act
and Data Protection Act this development would f urther increase police powers
at the expense of individual liberties and rights.
Police Consultative Groups

One of the main campaigns mounted by the Project this year has been around
the police consultation exercise at present being carried out by Newham
Council.
That the Council is actually carrying out such a consultation exercise, in
spite of pressure to set one up by the police, often using the f orum of the
Newham Recorder, is something to be welcomed: the experiences of other London
boroughs which have rushed into setting up such consultative groups and w hich
have nearly all had bad experiences is a lesson that needs to be taken into
account. The Proj ect published a document, after informal consultation amongst
local black and anti-racist groups/individuals, outlining the politics of
the police consultative group and why, from our point of a group monitoring
racist attacks it had to be opposed and campaigned against - this document
A public meeting with about 50
is attached as Appendix II to the Report.
people attending was held on 4. 6. 84 with Errol Lawrence f rom Camden Council
for Community Relations speaking. The document has since then been extensively
circulated around Newham and the Project and its workers invited to give talks
on the issues raised.
We saw (and still see) the campaign as basically:

(1)

An educational campaign - even if a police consultative group is set
up in Newham, we felt that the success of our campaign should be judged
by the debate around policing issues that it provoked.
To that extent
the Campaign has been remarkably successful in getting local organisations
to seriously talk about policing issues (without being labelled
' extremists ' straightaway), even if they essentially di.sagree with us.

(2)

A community group monitoring racist attacks and speaking f rom the black
experience of policing, exposing the cosmetic nature of such exercises
- how they will do nothing to solve racist attacks, the police already
know the problem too well, no special f orums are needed to talk about
these attacks, what is needed is action, and how they can be used to
whitewash police inaction in dealing with racist attacks.

We have repeatedly stressed that we will continue to liaise with the police
on the question of individual racist attacks and cases - the interest of the
people who come to see us dictates that - but we are not going to be ' sucked'
into any cosy chats which don' t achieve anything. For the last 30 years black

•
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E.L. j\.R.A.P. 1-o!-t.

AntiFascist Committee on December lOth 1984, in support of Newham Council's
eviction policy
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In face of the mounting racial violence, documented in earlier sections, and
with the increasing. authoritarianism of the British State, the massive
increase in police powers and erosion of existing civil liberties through
the Police and Criminal Evidence Act, various campaigns and monitoring groups ,
NMP amongst them, in East London, have joined together in an attempt to build
a long-term campaign against racist attacks and police harassment.

We also contribute to, and distribute locally, ELCARAPH's quarterly bulletin.
Over the next few months ELCARAPH will be looking at ways and means of taking
on racist harassment in Canning Town, Greenwich and Leytonstone (where there
have been a number of recent fire bombings).
ELCARAPH will also be concen
trating on pu blicising and campaigning against new multiagency polic� ng
schemes and the Police Act, both o f which removes us further from the quest1on
of police accountability.

ELCARAPH arose from joint ·campaigning work· ,
cutting across municipal
boundaries, by Police Bill campaigns in East London. On April 25th a rally
of about 200 people was organised by constituent grou ps on the theme of
'Policing and the Miners' Strike' - to bring to the Labour Moveme11:t the
experiences and fightback of black people against pol ice harassment and draw
out the politica; implications of the Miners' Strike
•

•

In the face of bu rgeoning racist attacks, with the antiracist movement in
East Lorldon passing from one summer to the next with its accompanying racial
violence , without any effective (jghtback, the need was perceived to build
a long-term co-ordinated movement across East London , with areas providing
support for each other, cuttlng across the municipal boundaries which so often
act as an artificial barrier and building up an effective antiracist network
across East London. The idea was that ELC ARAPH would not be a substitute
for the absolutely essenti al local work to be carried out in each borough
by the constituent group but more of an umbrella network co-ordinating an
effective East London fightback, which would also at the same time give assist
ance to areas where there is strong .racist/fascist activity but a weak or
divided antiracist movement or no monitoring g roup.
Again, in light of the
abolition of the GLC , it was presumed important to begin as a matter of
priority the job of building a l ong-term independent grassroots based anti
racist movement - the antiracist f�ghtback cannot be allowed to die with the
possible loss of funding.
'

NMP has been active i n building support for ELCARAPH initiatives in Newham.
Apart from building local support for the above-mentioned rally which was
held at East Ham Town Hall, we have been participating in regular meetings
of ELC ARAPH. We helped build support for the 250-strong conference 'Fighting
Racism Today: Building a Mass Movement' on Sunday October 21st from which
a number of practical initiatives have emerged.
Working groups have been
set u p to monitor and fight racism in the media, racism on Council estates
and racism in schools. We have also h elped build support for all ELCARAPH
initiatives to date:

•

•

1. Helping CAPA - Community Alliance for Police Accountability (Tower Hamlets)
- to respond to an horrific level of attacks on the Bethnal Green estate,
ELCARAPH's role was to co
two minutes walk from the · police station!
ordinate the support to the families under attack and challenge the racism
of the Tenants' Association.
2 . Taking on the Eas t London Advertiser:
a group going u nder the innocent
sounding name of Fairplay has begu n to. organis� a bl atantly racist and
offensive campaign in Tower Hamlets and elsewhere. The East London Advert
iser carried an article not only uncritical of Fairplay and its
inflammatory message, but which itself u sed dishonest, distorted and non
existent 'facts', figures, pictures and quotes to give credibility to the
racist sentiments expressed.
Since November, two successful pickets of
the Advertiser have been arranged by CAPA and ELC ARAPH.
ELCARAPH has also supported all the mobilisations and initiatives of the New
ham 7 Campaign to date as well as the mobil isation by the Newham AntiRacist
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That racist attacks tend not to be reported as such is best illustrated
by an article in the Recorder of 4.10.84 which talks of an attack O? an
Asian shopkeeper by a gang of 20 youths. The attack, reported 1n a
straightforward manner, was in fact the culmination of sustained racial
harassment of the family but this was totally ignored in the report.

The question of the media and its bias always raises controversy.
Being
·'hardened' by our views and comments f requently being distorted or used 'out
of context' does not mean that we regard publicity as unimportant or dismiss
the media out of hand.
We feel that publicity is important because:
(1) Racist attacks and police harassment should not be taken for granted.
Too often people are embarrassed to raise these issues for fear of being
labelled 'extremist' or 'antipolice' or out of a sense of 'guilt'. On
the contrary we feel it is extremely important to raise these issues in
public to make people aware of what is going on and simultaneously raise
and encourage debate about what can be done.
•

(2) The problem remains of ensuring that our views do not get distorted or
we are not misquoted, and of course, we are also very aware that ,we have
no control over editorial policy.
At the same time given the present
lack of accountability of the Met and their failure to respond to racist
attacks, the least we can do is to draw public attention to a serious
case - publicising cases and the issues raised is one of the few tools
at our disposal.
We have continued to receive publicity - most of it favourable - about our
After our heavy criticism of the Newham Recorder in our last Annual
work.
Report viz. their capacity to distort the truth, racist and stereotype co �er
age, solid and uncritical pro-police bias etc., things improved for the f1rst
few months - the Recorder simply stopped reporting anything about us!
Although its coverage of our events and activities still leaves much to be
desired (articles usually start by referring to us as 'controversial' - the
question of who decides we are controversial remains unanswered). What is
more important is their coverage of racism and racist attacks in general.
This has to be seen in the light of current-day police--media relationship
and the part the media itself plays in legitimising policing operations and
racism, as well as that of society. We print at the end of this section an
article from the CARF (Campaign Against Racism and Fascism) section of 'Search
light' magazine, March 1984, which develops an antiracist critique of the
Recorder's coverage of the Newham 8 case and which elaborates on the latter.
point.
The media's coverage of racist attacks and the police response can be seen
in three categories:
(a) Their coverage of b lack victims - what happens to such people is either
not reported or marginalised but even worse racist attacks are simply
either denied a racist motive or portrayed as 'gang warfare'. A classic
example of this was the coverage of the racist murder of 1 4-years old
Eustace Pyrce.
So for example the Recorder of 6.12.84 which first men
tioned the case makes no reference to the racist tauntings of Eustace 1 s
murderers, which provoked the stabbing in the first place and the notor
iously racist area in which it took place.
Similarly coverage of the
Newham 7 incident has been totally one of presenting it as a fight between
two gangs.
•

When Asian people were attacked by racists from the Duke of Edinburgh
on Sunday September 16th 1984, the Recorder of the 20th simply chose to
report incidents of black youths on the rampage after a festival in a
local park (this fitted in with police ·tactics, callers from the national
media about the attacks being told instead about 'mobs' of black looters
causing disturbances in and around the East Ham and Upton Park area).

60
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(b) Their coverage of racist attacks - while stories released by the police
press bureau get uncritically reported, no attempt being made to check
the accuracy, stories about racist attacks and· police harassment, with
a few notable exceptions (the 'Guardian' occasionally) never get reported.
Where they are reported, apart from the above mentioned distortions, the
coverage concentrates on treating the two parties as equal.
Three
examples in particular stand out:
(1)
On 5th May 1984, Mr. Gangadharan was attacked by two white youths
outside the Tropicana Wine Bar in East Ham and beaten so badly that it
was feared he might never work again. The Recorder reported that the
youths demanded money and implied that the motive for the attack was
robbery. In fact no money was demanded. When the family and the Project
complained to the Recorder, its response was that i� got the fa: t� from
the police. The police admitted to having made a m1stake, prom1s1ng to
make a statement to the Recorder correcting the facts which were that
it was a straightforward racial attack (which they still haven't done
to date), saying that a new Press Officer had just taken over and he�ce
_
the mistake!
to redef1ne
Not only is the case part of a growing pract1ce
racist attacks but the role of an uncritical media, which never bothers
to ascertain the full facts, is clearly brought out.
(2)
Under the blazing title of 'Death Case Torment - Suicide Ordeal'
on its front page, the Recorder reported the sufferings of the father
of 24-years old skinhead, Mr. Molloy, who has been charged with the racist
murder of 59-years old Peter Burns,
a black ticket collector at Seven
Kings Station.
By showing the story from the angle of human sympathy
for the racist and not mentioning anything about the racist circumstances
surrounding the murder - a NUR circular threw light on the murder: a gang
of five drunken white youths began to racially taunt Mr. Burns and one
of the · youths, James Molloy, then pulled out a large metal stake from
the ground and stabbed Mr. Burns in his eye. The case of the white
'victim', in .fact the aggressor, being treated on the same basis as the
other party racially attacked is further illustrated by,

(3)
the coverage of the McDonnell family and their eviction because
of persistent racial harassment. On its front page of 17.1.85 while very
correctly mentioning the disruption of a Newham Council meeting by NF
members as being carried out by racists, an i tern under 'Banished �y the
Law' in the inside pages shows the family as being the 'victim' of a harsh
local authority - not just the Recorder but most other media coverage
has concentrated on seeing the family as unfortunate victims of a 'get
tough policy' without putting into context the numerous cases of harass
ment of black families by the McDonnells who all had to leave the area
as a result and who in effect· are the real victims.
(c) Their coverage of the police: - In line with most local papers no mention
has ever been made in the Recorder of the Police Act and its effect in
a borough like Newham. It continues to regurgitate police-fed stories
without critical comment and label as 'controversial' anyone - whether
it be NMP· or the Police Committee of Newham Council - saying anything
to the contrary.
The success of policing schemes such as Neighbourhood Watch and other
'community policing schemes' is taken for granted, in spite of evidence to

In
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of th GLC's Anti-racist Year, CARF is launching a media monitoring project to
campaign a ainst
_
rac1sm m the natlonal.and ocal press We would like to hear of any work already being
done by local gro ps to
:
.
_
comba rac1sm m the med1a . From th1s month, 'Between the lines' is be ing expanded
to include work done by
th e project .
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newspapers

strengthen London's endemic racism in
a number of ways. They can decide
that

racist

have

attacks

no

''news

value" and refuse to report them. Or
they can seek to criminalise the victims
of racial attacks when they do report
them, relying exclusively on the pollee
version of events. Some local papers
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language, emphasis, j uxtaposition,
photographs, headlines and plain
misreportlng In ways that denigrate the
black community. One of these is the

Newham Recorder, whose coverage of
the Newham 8 case and local racial
has been caJied misleading,
biased, hypocritical and scandalous by
attacks

the Newham 8 Defence campaign.
It is not difficult to see why. Since 24
September 1982, when eight Asian youths
were arrested for defending schoolchildren
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Greater London Council have
set their sights on controlling
the police.

T

To. do so would involve a n Act of
Parliament and would not b e possible
unless Labour were In control at both
Westminster and County Hall.
That may seem a remote POSSibility on current political
·ends. but it Is not an impossibility and their desires ha•·e
• be taken seriously.
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and themselves from racial attacks, the
newspaper has been concerned to turn
public attention away from the fact of
racial violence in Newham, to defend the
police at all costs, and to insinuate that the
supporters of the Newham 8 were up to no
good. According to editor Tom Duncan in

have become skilled at using suggestive
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nbout the numerous complaints he had
received concerning the Forest' Gate police
�tation were simply ignored. In his
editorial, Duncan relied on nothing more
�ubstantial than sarcasm to write off the
nllegations a s "pure fiction" a n d
11rnischievous rubbish" and to imply that
lhe Newham Monitoring Project was
l'ostering an atmosphere of "hysteria'' for
Its own dubious motives.
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a leader entitled ''The crime against our
police" (28 October 1982), the "red" GLC
and the "extremist" Newham Monitoring
Project (set up to monitor racist attacks and
the police response to them) were trying to
force the guardians of law and order to
''soft-pedal with certain sections of the
community''.
In the following month, while the paper
carried out police public relations work "Supercops win the day!" (4 November
1982); "A Bobby dazzler at work, rest and
play!" (11 November 1982), - Duncan
took up the issue of a " 'Race hate' demo"
'
a proposed boycott of classes by
schoolchildren to draw public attention to
violence directed against them which was
generally ignored by the police� In a front
page editorial·, he denounced anyone not
solidly opposed to the boycott, including
the Chairman of Newham'� Education
Committee who took ''an alartpingly more
tolerant view'' of the proposed boycott
than Duncan wished him to take. Duncan
was not interested in the Chairman' s
reasons for his "tolerant view", nor in the
background to the planned strike. He
implied that the pupils were simply s zpri
incited by irresponsible agitators.
A month later, th� agitators had a name
- the Newham Monitoring Project. On 31
I;>ecember 1982 the paper devoted half its
front page to the decision of Newham's
branch of the National Union of Teachers
to support the Newham Monitoring Project
under the headlines: ''Teachers back

84

.

rebellion leaders" and "Storm looms as
Tory raps 'Left-wing Connection' ". The
body of the article ignored the issue of
racial attacks, but instead lashed out at
teachers •. who "seem to have got themselves
a bad name in the last few years for
militancy and left-wing tactics'', and at the
Newham Monitoring Project, which
"helped organise Britain's first pupil strike
on 5 November". In fact, the strike was
,
organised by the Newham 8 Defence
Campaign: this was not the last time that
the Recorder would attempt to bring the
Monitoring Project into disrepute by tying
it up with "disruptive" demonstrations.
Subsequent allegations made by the
Newham Monitoring Project at a House of
Commons conference that the Newham
police were racist, that they often refused to
take action in racial attacks, and that Forest
Gate police station. in Newham had a
reputation for intimidation and brutality
led the Recorder to leap to the police's
defence.

'torture
r.rnup
chamber• lawmen

Pure

the
slightest
giving
Without
consideration to the substance of the
allegations, without interviewing anyone in
the community, or in the Newham
Monitoring Project, the newspaper gave the
police a clean ticket. Under the headline
"Black lawmen slam 'race hatred' slur" (3
March 1983), four black policemen
(featured in a large front-page picture) were
quoted as saying ''allegations of police
brutality had been invented by anti-police
groups, often from outside the borough"
and that they had never seen anyone ill
treated by the police or come upon anyone
with that kind of grievance. "It is normally
only criminals who put over that
.
.
,
vaewpomt ' . (Take note, Newham
Monitoring Project).
The MP for Newham East's comments
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Six months later, the paper again ignored
the substance of racial attacks in Newham
in its report of a proposed demonstration in
defence of the Newl!am 8 and against the
Police Bill. A Chamber of Commerce
spokesman condemned the proposed
demonstration on the grounds that "it
could result in a riot" under a headline
proclaiming "Race march fury of trade
bosses" (1 September 1983). An almost
identical article followed two weeks later,
again emphasising the same man's fears of
violence, and pointing out ominously that
outsiders would be coming for the march
from as far away as Bradford, Sheffield
and Birmingham, and that schoolchildren
would be recruited into its ranks. When the
march actually took place, it must have
seemed something of an anti-climax to the
Newham Recorder staff and readership.
The report, under a modest headline
11Demo wins support", was briefer than
those earlier in the month reporting the
Chamber of Commerce's "fury" and
,. fear". The demonstrators "against
alleged racism" were "angry" but the
march was "peaceful" - nothing like the
Chamber of Commerce supposedly had in
mind (29 September 1983).
By the time of the September march, the
Newham 8 had been awaiting trial for a
year. As the trial date approached, the
Recorder again cast both the Newham
Monitoring. Project and the Newham 8
Defence Campaign into the role of no-good
troublemaker. Again schoolchildren were
the issue - not because of racial attacks
upon them, but because of a planned picket
by them of the Old Bailey at the opening of
the trial. The Newham Monitoring Project
had made it cJear to the Recorder that it was
not organising the demonstration, but it
found itself designated as campaign
'sponsor' anyway (3 November 1983). On
the day the trial was scheduled to begin, a

Recorder reporter was on hand to watch the

children demonstrate, and to quote the
Education Director's view that "they have
been encouraged to do this, which is
breaking the law, by an organisation which
is not particularly interested in the
continuity of children's education" and
that it would be the subject of a town hall
probe. Along with the article the paper
printed two photos of the demonstrating
schoolchildren, which could have hardly
been reassuring to parents already worried
about their children's safety.
The Recorder sent its reporter to the
demonstration, but it did not send one to
the trial. On the grounds that it was short of
staff, the paper relied exclusively on the
Press Association for its coverage of the
proceedings. Since the prosecution case was
very much in step with the Recorder's
general line, the paper made the most of its
description of events, tacking on the
headline •'Police Fell Prey to Armed Mob
Fury" (24 November 1983) .. As the
Recorder had been telling its readers all
along, it was the police who were at risk in
Newham - in this case, the three
plainclothes policemen who were attacked
by an "armed vigilante group of Asians".
In its coverage of the defence case, the
paper didn't mention the defence allegation
that the prosecution had based its case on
"voluntary statements" which were
o b t a i n ed t h r o u g h f a b r i c a t i o n a n d
intimidation. Neither was it interested in
following up defence allegations that
Asians had led a "nightmarish existence" in
Newham, and that they had been forced to
take upon themselves the defence of
schoolchildren. (Ironically, the issue of the
Recorder reporting the judge's summing up
also contained an article describing two
separate vicious attacks on black teenagers

• This month's 'Between the lines' shorts

can be found on page

20.

Please send

contributions for future editions to

CARF

c/o Searchlight.

AND THEY WONDER WHY THERE
ARE NO BLACK POLICE ...
-r----

TilL QJiVL'IITUNG
iP EFAJIT.���NT

"By JovB, lnspBctor - I'll wsgBr no othBr ForcB can bosst s
Sannyasi Saddhu, a Papuan HBadhunter and an albino Bush Pigmy!"
Derbyshire County Council police committee have written to the Police Federation

magazine Police to express their disgust at the above cartoon, which appeared in the
May issue. Coun. Ron Decker, committee chairman. said that the cartoon was "at least
objectionable, might be offensive and some would call it racist". He said he believed
that the cartoon would certainly deter members of ethnic minorities from joining them.

�

Der yshire Chief Constable Mr Alf Parrish said that he found the whole page of car
toons

m

bad taste and had passed on his views to the editor, though he added he had no

sympathy with the present editorial views of the magazine either. (Derby Evening

Telegraph

5.6.82.)
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by white thugs (29 December 1983).
Nowhere in the article is there any
suggestion that these attacks might
somehow tie up with the background to the
Newham 8 case. But at least racial attacks
were at last deemed newsworthy!).
The paper must have found the judge's
description of the events in Newham as a
"racist vendetta", with two feuding gangs
spoiling for a fight, more congenial than the
history of racial abuse given by the defence.
"There is no doubt", said the judge, "that
there have been irresponsible elements in
Newham, bent on attacks of a racial
character" (29 December 1983). Unlike
national papers, the Newham Recorder did
not elicit any comments from the Newham
8 Defence Campaign in response to the
judge's summing up. In fact, at no time has
the paper been interested in what the
Defence Campaign had to say. When asked
about this by CARF, Tom Duncan replied
that his paper was simply staying within the
law in not commenting when a case is sub
judice. For this reason the paper refused to
report Newham Council's publicly
announced support for the Newham 8
Defence Campaign.
But the paper has lacked a similar
reticence when the police were criticised by
the Newham Monitoring Project or when
demonstrations were planned by the
Newham 8 Defence Campaign. Then it has
been quick to take sides, either: directly, or
through insinuation. On 8 January 1984, a
public meeting in Newham, attended by 70
people, unanimously voted to press the
Newham Council to cut off all links with
the Newham Recorder.

THE

The way we work reflects what we essentially see our role: as an independent,
grassroots based campaigning community organisation. The nature and pattern
of our work, as we sai in the Introduction, is determined by the Project's
embership and by the people coming in to see us. We see ourselves accountable
to these · two groups of people. Through regular affiliation campaigns we have
managed to ·secure support from some 41 local organisations and 105 individ
uals, affiliation being open to anyone who lives or works in Newham and agrees
with our aims and objectives as outlined in our constitution. Getting organ
isations/individuals affiliated to the campaign is not just seen as a token
istic exercise or securing paper support - we have never seen full-time
workers or funding as the panacea to the problems of racism and racist attacks
in Newham and have always sought to involve the widest possible number of
local peole in our work. The problem of racist attacks and police harass
The
ment is one, we feel, will only be solved by a community response.
Project cannot substitute for the community, its role and function is strictly
defined and it does not have control over events and decisions affected by
wider political forces. What it can do, apart from handling individual cases,
publicising them and campaigning around the issues raised is to aid and encour
age, and act as a catalyst, in the growth and development of community self
organisation . (viz. defence campaigns, a strong independent tenants' movement
confronting racism on a very positive basis, etc.).
•

The Annual General Meeting in February gives affiliated groups and individuals
the opportunity to review work done over the last year and shape and influence
the Project over the next. We also endeavour to organise quarterly meetings
to give members further opportunity to question and comment on the work done
over the last quarter and adopt perspectives for the next. In addition to
regular training sessions for volunteers taking part in our emergency service
and meetings to involve them more closely in the Project, we are attempting
to develop a long-term support service to case victims based on the volunteers
network (see section .on 'What Next').
A Management Committee of 14 - 10
elected by the AGM and 4 co-opted - then carries out the policies of the
Project, as laid down at the AGM and at subsequent quarterly meetings, and
'supervises' the work of the full-time workers as well as providing them with
more active support (we attempt to have the widest possible representation
of local groups on the Management Committee).

The office is open from 9 in the morning to 6 in the evening. Overnight and
at weekends the emergency service is in operation. In addition the full-time
workers and Management Committee undertake a considerable amount of evening
and weekend work e.g. caework, talking to groups,. etc.
Apart from the efforts of the Management Committee it is only with the commit
ment and dedication of our Emergency Service Volunteers that the Project has
The volunteers - along with
grown in strength over the last three years.
others who do not participate in the Emergency Service - are enormously help
ful in another sense too.
It is they who do a lot to keep us informed of
attacks, help organise for campaigning events, and act as call-out support
for victims of attacks.
Without their dedication and commitment we could
not function - it is as simple as that.
This commitment is our main weapon
in the monitoring of the activities of 'K' Division with its far greater and
more sophisticated resources. That we have monitored it with some effective
ness is a tribute to the volunteers above all.
We have also had the benefit of having two placement workers over summer,
Narinder Hothi and Karen Lynch, who took responsibility for advertising the
Emergency SErvice and servicing our recently acquired computer as well as
having Aly Mir and Inderpal Rahal in a voluntary capacity with us since Nov
ember 1984.
Aly has been of great help in servicing the computer as well
as developing our library/press cuttings system which we hope will become
part of a wider and fully developed resource centre over 1985.
Inderpal
Rahal, a trainee barrister, has been of enormous help with casework.
•

Through regular public meetings, bulletins, monthly work reports and six
monthly reports and regular distribution of relevant literature and outreach
work (viz. talks etc. ) we maintain contact with the community at large.
The ·i dea is to maintain a two-way flow of information: we get to know of cases
and other necessary information, and learn from the experiences of other
people and at the same time make individuals/organisations aware of our work
Although our work is
and existence, hopefully getting them to participate.
primarily around racial and police harassment, to see these issues in
isolation from the work being done by other groups (e.g. in housing, employ
ment, racism as it expresses it�elf in other fields) would be wrong. We seek
to help such 'groups wherever possible, through either active support in a
particular campaign or giving them access to our resources and by participat
It is the support from such people and
ing on their Management Committees.
groups that the Project derives its strength from and gathers a lot of the
necessary information for its work.
Productive working links have been forged
in particular with the local Labour Parties (Newham NW and NE), Newham Womens
Group, NISAS, Newham Rights Centre, IWA, Gujarat Welfare Association, Newham
NALGO, LPYS, Newham Renewal Programme, Aram House and individual NUT branches,
social workers and youth workers.
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Income and Expenditure

1983

1984

Balance Sheet

Account

1983

1984
I

£

£

£

£

-

-

-

-

GENERAL REVENUE ACCOUNT:

CURRENT ASSETS

509
1,106

124
4,566

Debtors and Prepayments
Cash at Bank and in Hand

INCOME
Grant Income: Greater London Council
Fundraising Income and Affiliation Fees

1,615

4,690

36,448
144.

12,092
196

36,592

12,331

,

CURRENT LIABILITIES
'

Creditors and Accrued Expenses
PAYE and National Insurance Liabilities

759
899

7,336
3,762

1,658

11,098

43

6,408

NET CURRENT LIABILITIES
REPRESENTED BY:
•

GENERAL REVENUE ACCOUNT
Deficit:

Brought Forward
For the Year

43
5,120

•

-

43

I

43

5,163
SUPPLEMENT ARY REVENUE ACCOUNT
Deficit for the Year
TOTAL REVENUE DEFICIT

·

Salaries and National Insurance
Administrative Services
Rent, Rates and Services
Repairs and Maintenance
Insurance
Telephone
Stationary and Office Materials
Postage
Advertising
Printing Costs
Photography
Audit and Accountancy
Hall Hire and Conferences
Travel and Subsitence
Bank Charges and Other Expenses

£

1,24!)

-

£

-

29,592
2,461
1,092
853
154
987
1,410
620
592
2,742
111
288
114
422
274

DEFICIT FOR THE YEAR

'

\

EXPENDITURE

-

9,408
-

1,094
-

-

498
161
183
120
459
-

230
42
39
97

41,712

12,331

5,120

43

3,812

768

SUPPLEMENTARY REVENUE ACCOUNT:

'

(see note)

6,408

43

FUNDING RECEIVED

•

SPECIFIED EXPENDITURE
Note: The project expects to receive supplementary funding in 1984/85 to
finance its Revenue Deficits as 31 May 1984.

Equipment Purchases
Equipment Hire
Print;i.ng Costs

5,057
-

-

DEFICIT FOR THE YEAR

72

67
535
166

52057
1,245

73

768
-

•
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rhis means that on numerous incidents where juveniles would only have been
given an informal warning (which means being kept outside the juvenile justice
system), they will now be formally cautioned:
b)

the new process encouraging police officers to interview or question juveniles
without a parent or legal adviser present, in order to obtain an admission;

c)

it being even more tempting for innocent juveniles, to plead guilty to offences
they may not have committed, on the basis that they will be rid of the matter
within the day. Similarly parents may encourage their children to plead
guilty and may be more willing to accept the cautioning procedure in the
knowledge that the matter would be dealt with then and there;

d)
.
e)

neither parent nor juvenilehaving the legal knowledge or advice to judge
t�e strength of any case. The juvenile might admit to the behaviour complained
of, but that behaviour need not necessarily constitute an offence;
the lack of independent scrutiny of the evidence in such cases which will
enable the police, if they so desire, to arrest and caution on flimsy or
insufficient evidence.
•

The implications of net-widening - more children being brought into the juvenile
justice system· - are frightening. Howev er, these implications are even more
horrific when seen in the context of current policing strategies like the Police
Bill and Multiangency Policing . The Police Bill will allow the police to take
fingerprints of ten year olds even without their consent or their parents.
In addition every juvenile that is cautioned will have records kept by the
National Criminal Records Office which is indexed through the Police National
Computer. Where before juveniles would only have been given a 'ticking off'
or an informal warning for a minor offence, with the introduction of instant
cationing, they can be fingerprinted and also have a record on the police computers.
The dangers of multi-agency panels are even more alarming. Firstly multi-agency
panels should not be considered in isolation. It is imperative that it is seen
in the context of other policing strategies like consultation committees,
neighbourhood watch, etc., and as part of Metropolitan Police Commissioner
Sir Kenneth Newman's strategy for multi-agency policing. This involves incorpor
ating local government departments, other organisations and members of the
general public as agents of the police. For example, the members of the proposed
multi-agency panels would effectively be party to a decision to prosecute and
1n some sense act as judge and jury over the young person in his/her absence.
•

to this new policy as a fait accompli. This acceptance has led some people
to demand safegaurd� to the proposed policy. This again has to be challenged.
Current policing tactics are going to increase the criminalisation of juveniles
in our society. As pointed out earlier, where juveniles would only have been
given an informal warning they will now be formally cautioned and hence brought
into the criminal justice system. The present Home Office enthusiasm for this
new policy stems from the fact that it is cheap and eases the pressure on the
criminal ju stice system. Our task should be not to assist this increasing
criminalisation of juveniles.
The introduction of this new policy also gives the police increasing control
over the prosecution and hence ju diciary process. Instead of the courts, which
are the proper place for cases to be decided and sentences given, the police
are going to decide these at the police stations.
In addition, multi-agency panels will also shift the responsibility of 'policing'
juveniles onto local government departments who through these panels will act
as agents of the police. This is exactly in line with Newman's plans of policing
London. As Newman himself has said, 'crime control is only one element of social
control'. The implication is obvious: local government agencies should also
be responsible for fighting 'crime'. In light of the miners' strike this strategy
is clear. While local government departments act as agents of the police in
'crime and social control', the police can get on with the real business of
increasingly becoming a paramilitary force and attending to 'real policing issues'
eg policing industrial discontent etc.
In view of the dangerous implications of this new cautioning policy, the Newham
Monitoring Project has decided to oppose the introduction of this new policy.
I t urges all individuals, groups and in particular statutory agencies who are
involved with the juvenile justice system to adopt a position of non-co-operation
with the police in any form of multi-agency panels and to oppose the introduction
of this new policy. We also urge individu als and community groups to write
to their local councillors and MPs expressing a similar view and asking appropriate
action to be taken to oppose this new policy.
We welcome invitations from any organisations to talk on this paper and discuss
these important i ssues.

NEWHAM MONITORING PROJECT

In assition; during the course of multi-agncy panel meetings, confidential
infromation and idle gossip could be passed to the police. This information
would be far more extensive than that at present given to the police by social
services and other agencies on paper. There is no gaurantee that this information
will not find its way eventually on to police computers.
Furthermore the panels would be under the control of the police, and accountable.
The final decision on who should be prosecuted would still rest with the police,
who would be under no obligation to take the P anel's advice.
5.

CONCLUSION

Two points need to be stressed: firstly , there is a tendency amoung various
'caring' agencies to regard a caution as something insignficant or a situation
This is a dangerous misconception, especially
where a ju venile has ' got off ' .
in the context of current policing strategies.
Secondly, there appears to be an acceptance by these same 'caring' agencies
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Appendix ll

b)

How· accountable will the proposed structure be to the Council Police
Sub-Committee which we maintain, should be the authority on policing
matters in the borough?

c)

What exactly will be the role of the police in the proposed structure?

ACCOUNTABILITY NOT C ONSULTATI ON ·!
N ewham Monitoring Proj ect has been monitoring racist activity in Newham and
the police response and police activity generally since 1980.
In the course of our work and based on hard documented evidence we would assert
that there is a considera�le la ck of confidence locally in the police, especially
a mongst black people. This la ck of confidence, not j ust confined to Newham
a s recent studies like the PSI Report confi rm; events like Grunwicks (1 976),
Lewisha m (1977), Southall (1979), and Brixton (1 981 ); and a growing resentment
tha t Londoners pay t o£ a billion pounds without having a say in how they are
policed (especially in view of numerous cases of police ra cism; harassment,
intimidation and corruption), can be identified as the key elements that hav e
prdpelled the debate a round police accountabil�ty into public focus in recent
years. This documnet, upon which your v iews, comments and criticisms are inv ited,
seeks to contribute to this debate.

2.

We would maintain that, lacking statutory powers, the consulta tive machinery
would be mere 'talking shop'. In order to avoid this happening, as has
been the experience of other consultative committees, what guarantees can
be obtained from · the police that they will not just take into account the
wishes of the committee but actually carry them out. In this context it
is also important to remember that wha t Scarman actually recommended was
a statutory body a t - borough level with 'real powers'. This is NOT what
is on offer to Newham. Even if the committee came to the conclusions about
the kind of practical changes that are necessary there would be no mechanism
for translating these into pra ctice.

3.

With regard to the draft terms of reference, the polices own view of the
integrity and a utonomy of the police force itself itself will mean that
they will be unwilling to discuss so-called 'operational matters' . This
would effectively exclude discussion of many crucial a reas of police work.

4.

Clause Q in the draft terms of reference, which makes the whole thing ' subject
to the limitation of the present constitutional position of the Home
Secretary as police a uthority for the Met) would also act as a barrier to
any useful discussion, particularly around the issue of a ccountability itself.

5.

Sir K enneth Newman drawing on the Lambeth Consultative model and his experiences
in Northern Ireland, in his interim report to the Home Secretary, makes
no bones about the fact that the police/community consulta tive committees
are intended to ensure public consent for policing methods. I t i s this
public relations of police/community consultation which has persuaded the
Home Office that the Lambeth experiment shoul d become the model upon which
to base consultative arrangements elsewhere in London whether or not local
people want it. The Lambeth model remains powerless, enjoying only limited
public support with only some of the community representation sitting on
it becoming increasingly dissatisfied. Indeed some no longer a ttend.

6.

We fear that the proposed consulta tive arrange�ent could be open to manipulation
and domina tion by the police and used to convey a false appearance of community
consent to policing decisions which in reality are taken autonomously by
the police. The proposed structure would become a platform for selling
police-orientated v iews on policing and has to be seen in the light of present
police stra tegies now being implemented throughout the Met and outlined
in Newman's Interim Report. Briefly, this tells ·Londoners that the police
cannot respond to community demands for more responsive and sensitive policing.
Rather than taking responsibility for falli ng detection rates, for example
Newman is attempting to shift the blame and responsibility onto local communities.
On the other hand he intends to direct police resources a t so-ca lled 'more
solvable crimes' which will be selected on a points scheme. Many of these
'more solvable crimes' are precisely those which require least effort in
terms of detection and inv estigation.

'

A number of ob�ervations need to be made about the proposed consultative a rrangements:
1.

It is imryortant to appreci ate the clear distinction be tween acccountability
and liai�on. In rejecting 'cosmetic consultative initiati�e' by the Home
Office the GLC Police Committee policy report defines accountability as
'de mocratic control'. According to Paul Boateng, Chair of the GLC Police
Committee:
" Accountability
In the context
differentiated
results in any

needs to be distinguished from consulta tion or liaison.
of liaison the functions of police and public . are not
and the public is given no power to ensure that liaison
form of accountability."
(Policing London No. 2)

According to the GLC Report, 'Making the Police Accountable to the Public',
borough police committees, even without statutory powers, can begin to carry
out some of the functions of a ccountability e.g. overseeing police policies
and pra ctices and devel oping their own strategies. The Report stresses
the inadequacies of consultation groups/liaison committees:
"In essence large vol untary committees in each borough with no power, no
clear l ines of accountability to the community, no clear relationship with
the police, and whose sole function is no more than an exchange of informa tion
or v iews, on terms solely dependent on the police, are not likely to meet
current needs. Experience in London has shown and the Scarman report bears
this out, that informal voluntary arrangements fail to stand up to the stresses
and strains they are meant to counter. Confusion as to the role of the
Borough Council, questiona ble representation of community interests and
a lack of institutional or legislative structure undermine the relevance
of the Home Office's initia tive."
The Council, by setting up a police sub-committee, has indicated its desire
to seek democraic control over the activities of the local police. In this
context certain questions need to be asked about the proposed consultative
structure.
a)

How far wil l it undermine the Councils demands for full police
a ccounta bility? Will the proposed consultative arrangement come
within the structures of the Coucil - as the Metropolitan Police
are funded by local ratepayers thi s would seem to be the logical
arrangement.
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Other crimes such as burglary, racist attacks and sexual assaults will become
the province of Neighbourhood Watch Schemes (NWS) and Crime Prevention
Panels. Newman is trying to sell these to local communities as a form of
'public participation in crime prevention'. His hope is tha t these together
with the consultation committees will head off criticisms and at the same
time provide more informa tion to loca l police.
Howev er, in Newham and elsewhere these initiatives hav e been met with a
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wave of public apathy and have generated fear within the black and ethnic
communities that NWS in particular will provide another base for racist
groupings. Certainly the experience of Tenants Associations, most of which
do not even represent local white tenants let alone black/ethnic minority
tenants, does not suggest that NWS would function either democratically
or impartially. Most people q o not even know of the existence of the local
Crime Prevention Panal where they have come into operation so far. Although
one has yet to be introduced in Newham the community representation in other
areas leaves alot to be desired eg in one London B9 rough the membership
comprises of the Managing Director of TV-AM, a local journalist, a personnel
representativ e from a local brewery and the local police! Just how 'democratic'
it intends to be is clearly shown by the fact that neither community b ased
organisations nor the locally elected counilors have been asked to provide
representation.
.

In reality the new policing stratergy which is being developed and of which
police/community consultation is a part, is not about crime prevention at
all, but in the words of the Metropolitan Commisioner himself, has been
raised ' to higher level of generality represented by the words , social control' .
( Financial Times). It is intended that this new $ tratergy - referred to
as tl,e 'Multi-agency approach' - will be developed through 'core meetings'
of;

Clearly police accountability will only come about when a government is
elected and commited to enacting the appropriate legislation and to root
and branch reform of the police service. This is what we , and presumably
the . Police Sub-Committee, have been campaigning for and shall continue to
do so.
A consultative committee on the lines propsed would undermine the effectiveness
of such a campaign and would provide us with only l imited additional information.
On the other hand it would give the police the facade of credibilty they
so badly need and they would not have to surr.ender one iota of control.
We urge you to discuss this document in youv community group/ trade union/
political organisation/tenants association ( speakers can be provided) with
your friends and neighbours and at work and wherever possible and ensure
that the issues underlying the police accountability argument are fully
debated. In the light of the arguments we have outlined, we call upon
all community groups and local councilors t o join with us in rejecting the
formation of any police/community consu ltative committee and ins tead support
the campaign for democratic control of London ' s police.

the police, magistracy, the social and probation $ ervices and departments
as well as those responsible for planning
of education, housing and highways
and the enviroment and the provision of leisure facilities."
( Policing London)

"

•

•

•

•

•

•

'

This means that in turn local communities, local government and welfare
agencies will become part of an intelligence gathering network orchestrated
by the police. This likely to result in persistant breaches of trust and
confidence between the welfare. and public services and the communities they
serv e , which certainly goes against the spirit of accountability the Labour
'
group was elected to persue.
These 'core' meetings have already taken place in some boroughs and one
police force (Northamptonshire) has publicly announced its intentions to
set the scheme u p on a county basis ( Guardian 15.5.84).
In summary, then, police/community consultation committees have to be seen
es part of a strategy designed to head off public criticism, to undermine
the increasing demand from local communities for police accountability and
public control over policing, and to prepare the ground for police control
over areas of publ�c service which have hitherto been independent. A crucial
aspect of this stra�egy u� to keep 'policing' as an issu e , outside of the
c!emocratic arena by arguing that the police ought to be above any form of
democratic political policy con trol which local people would be able to
inf�uence and question.
Additionaly, such a public relations exercise, which would give the impression
of � inning public c o nsent and legitimising police operations which meet
with hostility from the local populace, would conflict with the Council' s
campaign for accountability. It is difficult to see how these differing
perceptions can lead to any useful discussion without one or another side
g1v 1ng up 1ts a1ms.
.

.

.

..

In conclusion, w e would stress the need for the Council to have proper and
detailed consu ltations with the community before. the Council embarks on
what we feel is a dangerous course. It is worth bearing in mind that Greenwich
Council , a borough with policing problems nor dissimilar to Newham has
rejected the notion of consultation as proposed by the Home Office and
decided instead to work through the Police Sub-Committee of the Council.
'

.
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